Continuum Recover
Backup and Disaster Recovery

Disruptions and downtime are the quickest ways to lose customers.
With Continuum Recover you can ensure operations run smoothly no matter what challenges
arise, while simultaneously reducing administrative overhead. Get all the tools and flexible, secure,
always-on options you need to keep your customers’ businesses humming such as persistent
back-up to advanced restoration, cloud storage and real-time virtualization. Don’t let a disaster ruin
your day... or your business.

New infrastructures,
new answers
Adaptable BDR options
nomatter what the budget.
Scale for cloud, hybrid or
on-premises and provide the
means to safeguard critical
data and restore business
operations at hyper speed.

Stop babysitting
Continuum Assist’s
certified NOC technicians
handle the day-to-day
management monitoring and
troubleshooting of backups
and recovery so you don’t
have to.

Shield against
ransomware

Deliver with
confidence

Localized virtualization and
block level encryption secure
data at rest, in transit, and
in the cloud and provide
the ultimate failsafe against
malicious attacks.

Advanced automation,
verification systems and block
level storage for secure data
replication ensures it works
when you need it most.

How it works
“Since Continuum Recover
is managed and
maintained by
Continuum’s Network
Operations Center
technicians, we’ve been
able to reduce the amount
of time our in-house team
spends managing the tool
and monitoring backups.”
Scott Oleson
Senior vCIO & Director of IT,
Frontier Business Products

Advanced data verification with automated recovery-point integrity checks by Tru-Verify™ .
Get time-lapse video of entire boot processes and give you maximum visibility and faster issue
resolution.
Continuous data protection with block-level backups for more efficient storage and superior
resource utilization. Less wear-and-tear, more data availability.
Secure infrastructure is powered by Continuum Cloud where data is encrypted while automatically
replicating between multiple data centers to ensure reliability.
Instant virtualization provides recovery measured in minutes—not hours or days—meaning minimal
downtime for clients.
Multiple cloud storage options provide pooled, fixed and long-term storage options available with
the Continuum Cloud.
SaaS data backup done effortlessly to a save location and with unique search capability allowing
quick data recovery.

Continuum Recover
Backup and Disaster Recovery

Why choose Recover

Products

Service integrity with automated,
advanced verification systems

Recover For Continuity
Our complete BDR solution built for MSPs that delivers speed, reliability, and
continuous uptime and allows you to recover in minutes (not days).

Continuous data protection

Recover For Backup
Flexible, scalable, and cost-effective data protection offering for clients with
simple, straightforward data protection requirements.

Block-level encryption
NOC-assisted disaster recovery and
testing
Integrated and scale tested: proven
on over 250,000 servers worldwide

Recover For SaaS
Most complete coverage in the market for Office 365, including SharePoint and
Teams, G Suite and more. Quickly integrate with the SaaS provider through our
portal with a few simple steps and our system does the rest. Business critical
data is backed up daily to a safe location and easily accessible and restored if
needed.
Recover For Archive
A long-term storage add-on designed for regulated clients that gives you policydriven, off-site archival and replicates backup images in the public cloud or your
own cloud via FTP.
NOC Services
Continuum’s certified NOC technicians to support your Recover services,
decreasing your time spent managing backups by up to 90%. Offload day-today
management, monitoring, troubleshooting and verification of backups or assist
with cloud disaster recovery and full-site DR testing.

Watch a demo of Continuum Recover today
continuum.net/recoverdemo

The Continuum
Ecosystem
Continuum Recover is one of five
pillars that act as the foundation of the
Continuum Platform and integrated
ecosystem.Expert resources for
monitoring and management to security
operations and beyond with our
SOC, NOC, Help Desk and technician
services. Access the experience,
certifications and skills you need to
support your client IT.
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